The Dynamics of Earth’s Atmosphere
This article is accessible to students only when assigned.

Freckle Level: 9C
If you have ever slept on the top floor on a sultry summer night
or ridden in a hot air balloon, you understand firsthand the
scientific phenomenon of heat rising. But why does hot air rise,
and how does air move around our planet’s atmosphere? Is the
movement arbitrary, or is there a pattern? In fact, as with so
many other phenomena in our universe, there is a consistent
pattern of air movement around the earth’s atmosphere. The
earth’s constant spinning or rotation along with the sun’s intense
and uneven heat at the Equator together cause a cycle of
atmospheric circulation. Likewise, convection is responsible for
redistributing thermal energy throughout the earth. These
phenomena of convection and atmospheric circulation build off
of one another and strongly influence the weather.

Writing
Skills: Informative, Writing Conventions
Look outside of your classroom.
Do you think there is highair
pressure or low air pressure?
Why? Support your answer with a
detail from the text.

Vocab
phenomenon
buoyant
profound
precipitation
designated
characteristics

Reading
Hot air balloons demonstrate how warmer air rises.

The Link Between Sun and
Temperature
So, why is the basement the coolest place to be during the
steamy dog days of August? Why does all that hot air rise to the
top floors making the atmosphere stuffy and oppressive? Hot air
rises because heated gas naturally expands, becoming less dense
than the surrounding air. This less dense hot air then floats
above cold air which has a higher level of density. The
phenomenon is known as a buoyant force.
Certain historical figures like Christopher Columbus once
believed the earth to be flat, but we know that our planet is a
three-dimensional object called a sphere. It is the earth’s
spherical shape that causes it to receive different amounts of

Skills:
RI.1: Explicit Information
RI.3: Analyzing Connections
RI.1: Explicit Information
Which piece of evidence most
strongly supports the inference that
latitude profoundly impacts
weather?

“ It is the earth’s spherical shape
that causes it to receive different
amounts of heat and energy
from the sun.”
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heat and energy from the sun. Land masses that are closer to the
Equator receive greater amounts of energy from the sun as those
that are farther from the Equator receive smaller amounts.
The resulting temperature differences have profound effects on
air and water movements and, consequently, the weather. Think
of the United States, which has immense differences in
temperature and weather. Maine is much farther away from the
Equator than Florida is, so the northern state frequently
experiences snowstorms while the southern state rarely ever
does.
Warmer temperatures in places like Florida also coincide with
higher amounts of rainfall. This is due to warm air rising and
absorbing significant moisture, cooling, and finally forming
clouds from which heavy precipitation may fall. For this reason,
the world’s rainforests are found in the warmer parts of the
world like South America. Coastal areas also experience milder
temperatures than inland or mountainous areas due to the
warmer air that circulates near moist regions. In fact, every
region on Earth is designated into a temperature zone such as
tropical, polar, or temperate.
Besides precipitation and air temperature, wind is also
influenced by the water cycle and atmospheric circulation. Air
masses rise and fall in conjunction with the earth’s rotation,
resulting in wind patterns that scientists are able to predict. This
is why we may check a weather website and find a warning for
high winds, perhaps as high as 70 miles per hour or upwards of
150 miles per hour or more during a hurricane event.

The water cycle influences the wind.

Air Pressure
The air exerts a pressure on everything within and around it,
although we are not aware of this occurrence. Pressure is a force,
or weight, exerted on a surface. Air pressure is linked to
atmospheric circulation and has several defining behaviors and
characteristics depending on the level of exerted.
Air of high pressure and low pressure are like opposite poles of a
magnet; when they move toward each other, there is a strong
reaction and they fuse. The greater the difference between high

“Besides precipitation and air
temperature, wind is also
inﬂuenced by the water cycle
and atmospheric circulation.”
“Air of high pressure and low
pressure are like opposite poles
of a magnet.”
 “Land masses that are closer
to the Equator receive greater
amounts of energy from the sun
as those that are farther from
the Equator receive smaller
amounts.”

Report issue

RI.1: Explicit Information
Which sentence from the text
supports the conclusion that
meteorology is an imperfect
science?

“Moist air and warm ocean
waters are the recipe for
dangerous storms like Hurricane
Irma that swept through the
Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of
Mexico in 2017, destroying
property and claiming lives.”
 “Meteorology may have its
ﬂaws, but it is our best way to
communicate information
before disastrous storms occur.”
“The water cycle plays a leading
role in such wild weather events
because of the volatile nature of
moist air.”
“Meteorologists discuss the El
Niño effect, which occurs
periodically as water warms in
the Paciﬁc Ocean.”

Report issue
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and low pressure air, the more the two will combine and the
faster the wind will move. The two types of air pressure create
markedly different weather patterns with high pressure air
facilitating a calm, pleasant day, and low pressure air building to
produce precipitation. The ultimate cause is hot air rising which
lessens the air pressure and cool air condensing which increases
the air pressure.

RI.3: Analyzing Connections
Why does hot air rise?

Heated gas naturally expands,
becoming more dense.

Extreme Events
How do the extreme weather events we hear about on the news,
like cyclones and tornadoes, come to be? The water cycle plays a
leading role in such wild weather events because of the volatile
nature of moist air. Moist air and warm ocean waters are the
recipe for dangerous storms like Hurricane Irma that swept
through the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico in 2017,
destroying property and claiming lives.
Meteorologists discuss the El Niño effect, which occurs
periodically as water warms in the Pacific Ocean. Imagine stirring
a bowl of cake batter with a wooden spoon. The batter is moving
quickly but not as quickly as it would if you used an electric
mixer. Similarly, El Niño is like the electric mixer, stirring up more
energy for powerful storms than is ordinarily in the atmosphere.

Heated gas naturally condenses,
becoming less dense.
 Heated gas naturally
expands, becoming less dense.
Heated gas naturally condenses,
becoming more dense.

Report issue

RI.3: Analyzing Connections

Rising to the Top

Why does cool air sink?

The fact that heat rises drives atmospheric circulation and the
weather patterns we live through each day. This natural order is
beyond human control, but it is helpful nonetheless in warning
us about potential weather threats before they occur.
Meteorology may have its flaws, but it is our best way to
communicate information before disastrous storms and thus
help heavily populated areas stay as safe as possible.

Report issue

Cool air naturally condenses,
becoming less dense.
 Cool air naturally condenses,
becoming more dense.
Cool air naturally expands,
becoming more dense.
Cool air naturally expands,
becoming less dense.

Report issue
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